Capture. Share. Engage.

A Clear Path to Improved Care
In today’s integrated operating suites, procedure labs and ambulatory surgical settings, your team
needs to engage across all perioperative settings. The path to improved patient care requires:
oo  Actionable documentation from initial patient
contact through discharge.

oo  Versatility to capture, store and stream video,
audio and images from any source.

oo  Real-time collaboration and engagement of teams
from anywhere across the healthcare enterprise.

oo  Accuracy in telling your team’s story.

oo  Engagement with the patient with immediate
access to video, anytime and from any device.

oo  Enhancement of surgical performance and
patient outcomes.

oo  Establishing a quality system for case
review and training.

oo  Sharing results across the care continuum
and completing the patient record.

Orpheus - Your Choice for Surgical Media Management
Introducing: The Clinical Media Platform
oo  Start your documentation pre-op with an
accurate, actionable and secure mobile video
and image application (iOS and Android).

oo  Connect your existing video capture source
to store video and images (Stryker SDC, Karl
Storz AIDA, Olympus, Pentax and more).

oo  Accurately load patient demographics and easily
start recording, capturing and live broadcasting
multiple sources of HD video with the Orpheus CAST.

oo  Images and videos are available immediately.
oo  Central and secure access from any mobile device
(iOS, Android) and desktop (Windows, MacOS).
User specific credentials protect patient privacy.

oo  Quickly retrieve cases of interest, clip and
annotate video and images.

oo  Share surgical content.

Access
Orpheus Mobile and Orpheus Web provide
anywhere, anytime access to all clinical media.
Easily document from pre-op to discharge.
Complete your work on the go and gain access
to surgical content when you need it.

Care
With the changes in care models and increased
responsibilities, it is vital to continuously
improve performance and patient outcomes.
Orpheus provides tools to analyze performance
and build a library of cases for research,
teaching and learning.

Collaborate
Orpheus Show provides enterprise-wide live
streaming. You can teleconference at will and
consult with cross-functional teams. Advanced
real-time complication analysis and telestration
will save time and improve outcomes.

Create
Orpheus has advanced video and image editing
tools designed to help you tell the story. Orpheus
Reporting is a multi-media customizable physician
report that enhances your narrative.

Communicate
Export results to the patient record (EMR) and longterm archive (PACS/VNA). Create presentations for
conferences and share with colleagues. Share with
the referring physician and the patient.

Engage
Orpheus offers unparalleled ways to engage clinical
teams. Immediate access to videos and images is
the key to a continuing patient engagement.

Clinical Media Platform

Orpheus Surgical Media
Orpheus Endoscopy
Orpheus Live Ultrasound
Orpheus Mobile Imaging
Orpheus Clinical Photography
Orpheus Digital Pathology
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